Pre-Kitting Emerges as Top
Cost-Saver for Vending Operations
Streamware Customers
Cut / Eliminate 1 in 4 Routes
Pre-kitting has emerged as the most effective model for cutting costs and boosting profitability in the vending industry. Streamware pre-kitting customers have
consolidated one out of every four trucks, leading to a $70,000 savings per truck
per year. For an eight-route operator, that’s a $140,000 savings. A 20-route operator can take five trucks off road for a $350,000 annual savings. Here’s why:
TIME REDUCTION = COST REDUCTION

Drivers make one trip to the machines and don’t need to pull product from the back
of the truck or shop product when they return to warehouse. This equates to 30% of
their daily work time and translates into a 1 in 4 truck consolidation.
G R E AT E R I N V E N T O R Y D I V E R S I T Y

When trucks become delivery vehicles not rolling warehouses, inventory is not limited by the size of the truck. With the advent of ever-growing multiples of product
sizes and varieties, operators can meet customer demand without breaking the
bank—or the truck!
L E S S T R U C K W E A R A N D T E A R — A N D LO W E R F U E L C O S T S !

Just load what is needed for the day. Trucks come home virtually empty, cost less to
fuel, and less to maintain.

T O L E A R N H O W P R E - K I T T I N G C A N R E D U C E YO U R C O S T S
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The Old Vending Route Model vs.
The Emerging Model with Pre-Kitting
The old vending route model has been with us for decades. It’s time consuming, costly, and
more often than not based on driver guesswork and hunches rather than item-level (or even
category-level) tracking. The new model, pioneered by Streamware, takes full advantage of
the latest technology to save time, improve product accuracy, and save money.

OLD VENDING MODEL

NEW MODEL WITH PRE-KIT TING

Lower wage employee stocks
the product?

NO
Driver sets up the delivery

YES
Pre-kitters are paid less than drivers

Route truck stocked

Overstocked by 100%+

Stocked just right

Pre-visit machines?

YES

NO

Return to truck to pick product?

YES

NO

Number of trips to the machine

2

1

Number of machines per day

18–25

35+

Trucks return mostly empty?

NO

YES

Employee turnover

Less than $40k for 12 hour days
HIGH TURNOVER

More than $40k for 10 hour days
LOWER TURNOVER

Revenue/route/week

$6,500

$9,500

Driver shops for product in warehouse

YES

NO
Saves 30–60 minutes per driver per day

It’s certainly possible for a driver to service 35+ machines in a day without pre-kitting.
It’s also possible to net $9,500 per route per week. But to achieve those results drivers
are working overtime and profitability suffers.

I T A L L S TA R T S W I T H F O R E C A S T I N G

A D AY I N T H E L I F E O F A P R E - K I T T I N G

Any operator using VendMAX to track at the product specific item

O P E R AT I O N

level can move towards the pre-kitting model. Once the software

Pre-kitting makes everyone’s life easier and your

builds up a sales history, you can begin forecasting, which is the

business more successful.

precondition for pre-kitting. Operators often take a “slow as you go”
approach, starting with the most basic enhancement, gaining confidence in the process, and steadily moving into pre-kitting.

1. Drivers come in and their trucks are already loaded;
the bins were packed and placed on the truck during
business hours the day before.

THE VENDMAX FORECASTING COMPONENTS ARE:

2. Upon arrival at each location, drivers take the bins
out, service each machine, and pull the money. No

Estimated Pick Lists
Tells driver what to bring into the
account; truck is loaded with 2+ days
of inventory

need to visit the machine first—everything that’s
required is in the bin. That time savings allows drivers
to service 20-30% more machines, on average, than

➡

they could without pre-kitting.
3. Drivers return to the warehouse with minimal invento-

FORECASTING

Automatic Truck Loading (ATL)
Driver uses Pick List but only puts on
truck what is needed for that day

➡
Pre-Kitting
No need for Pick List or “traveling warehouse” on truck; bins for each account
are pre-packed and ready for the driver

ry on the truck.
4. Pre-kitters or warehouse staff—not the drivers—load
the trucks with bins that were packed earlier.
5. After drivers sync the handhelds, they use the
VendMAX Pre-Kit report to print out load sheets for
the pre-kitters.
6. Pre-kitters pack bins for the next day’s services.

Case Study

Operator Sees Monumental Results With Pre Kitting

T H E S I T UAT I O N

R E S U LT S

LESSONS LEARNED

Monumental Vending (Beltsville, MD)

President Craig Kushner said

In the year since he began pre-kitting,

was the first operator in the country to be

Monumental has enjoyed significant

Craig has learned some valuable lessons:

completely item-level DEX and has

savings thanks to pre-kitting:

always placed a high priority on technology to advance the business. Naturally,

• Sold excess route trucks

they were eager to jump into pre-kitting.

• Saved on the operating expense of

About a year ago, the company rolled-

the trucks (maintenance, gas/oil,

out pre-kitting on one route and then on

inventory)

a second. Gradually, Monumental con-

• Eliminated wage costs for four drivers

solidated a third route into the first two.
• All told, avoided $200,000 in capital
expenses and $200,000 in annual
T H E S T R E A M WA R E S O LU T I O N

operating expenses

Each day, pre-kitting runs like
clockwork for Monumental:
• VendMAX creates order pick documents

Today, the company pre-kits 15 routes
and is doing the same volume of busi-

• The project crosses all organizational
boundaries, so it requires senior
executive involvement and a strong
IT leader
• Start by pre-kitting the routes with the
salespeople who will create a positive
buzz; this makes later routes want to
do it
• There was no employee turnover related
to the project; salespeople who left
were not replaced and their territory
was absorbed by other routes

ness that would have required 19 routes

• The first couple of routes will be learn-

before pre-kitting. Monumental hopes to

ing experiences and the initial steps

gain further efficiencies or savings

of the project will require significant

them in portable bins, and loads them

through dynamic scheduling and

management time and involvement

on the truck

improved merchandising.

by forecasting machine sales
• The warehouse picks the orders, puts

• Drivers take bins to the machines and
service as needed. This saves the

To pre-kit the orders, Monumental had

time to go count the machine, saves

to add warehouse staff—lower-waged

the pick time on the truck, and lets the

employees who were easy to recruit,

truck return empty

train, and manage. There was no capital
expense associated with these staff
additions.
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